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Abstract
All massive objects in the universe behave as modules. All modules are recurrently regenerated by private stochastic processes. These processes install the coherence of the module and control the binding of components in composed modules.

1 Introduction
All massive objects in the universe are modules. Elementary modules exist that configure all other modules, and some modules constitute modular systems [1].

2 Elementary modules
For each elementary module, a private stochastic process exists that owns a characteristic function and that at subsequent instants generates a new location of the elementary module. Thus, the elementary module hops around in a stochastic hopping path. The hop landing locations form a coherent and dense hop landing location swarm. A location density distribution describes the swarm and equals the squared modulus of what physicists call the wavefunction of the elementary particle. The location density distribution also equals the Fourier transform of the characteristic function of the stochastic process. Each hop embeds a quaternion into the quaternionic embedding field. If this embedding breaks the chiral symmetry of the embedding field in an isotropic way, then the hop landing causes a spherical pulse response. The spherical pulse response integrates into the Green's function of the embedding field. This function features a volume. Consequently, the spherical pulse response pumps some volume into the quaternionic embedding field. This locally deforms the field. The volume spreads over the field. Thus the deformation quickly fades away. If the stochastic process recurrently regenerates the hop landing location swarm, such that the spherical shock fronts sufficiently overlap in time as well as in space, then the presence of the elementary module causes a persistent deformation. That deformation means that the elementary module owns an amount of mass. This mass is a very transient property because the deformation must recurrently be regenerated and subsequently it dilutes into the expansion of the embedding field.

2.1 Platform
Elementary modules live on a private platform, which is a separable Hilbert space. That Hilbert space applies a version of the quaternionic number system for the specification of the inner product of pairs of Hilbert space vectors. These numbers will also be used as eigenvalues of operators. A reference operator uses the selected version of the number system as its eigenspace [2]. It provides the Hilbert space with its own private parameter space. A dedicated operator stores the hop landing locations in its eigenspace. Within the platform, the stochastic hopping path is closed.

2.2 Embedding
The embedding field is eigenspace of an operator that resides in a non-separable Hilbert space. It is the unique companion of an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space that acts as a background platform. The non-separable Hilbert space embeds its separable companion without any chiral symmetry breaking. The platforms that belong to the elementary modules float over the background platform. Thus, the parameter space of the platform of the elementary modules floats over the background parameter space.
The breaking of chiral symmetry can occur due to the discrepancy of the symmetries or the handiness of the embedded platform and the embedding platform. This is determined by the chiral symmetry properties of the concerned parameter spaces. A gauge factor multiplies with the characteristic function and implements a displacement generator for the swarm as a whole. On the platform, the hopping path is closed, but the image of the hopping path onto the embedding field is not closed. Consequently, the image of the swarm moves together with its platform as a single unit over the embedding field.

3 Composed modules
A private stochastic process also controls the composed modules. The characteristic function of this stochastic process equals a dynamic superposition of the characteristic functions of the stochastic processes of the components. The superposition coefficients act as gauge factors, which in their turn act as internal displacement generators. Thus, the superposition coefficients control internal movements. Internal movements must be oscillations. The modules also own an overall gauge factor, which acts as a displacement generator for the whole module. In other words, the stochastic processes play a crucial role in the binding of the components of a module. This is enforced by the mutual attraction of the constituents that is caused by the deformation and the expansion of the embedding field.

4 Lessons
The fact that nature chooses modularization as its major design method teaches us some lessons. Modularity appears to be a very efficient design and construction methodology. The method uses its resources very economically. It enables reuse of existing modules. It simplifies the design of complicated systems. It simplifies support and repair. It can reduce design and construction time with orders of magnitude. It enables type communities. It is capable of producing intelligent species. It enables intelligent and automated design and construction. It stimulates to take care of types on which one depends.

5 Relational structure
The foundation of reality is based on a relational structure that mathematicians know as an orthomodular lattice. In physics it is known as quantum logic. The set of closed subspaces of a separable Hilbert space has exactly this relational structure. Lattice theory treats such relational structures. The modules are constituted from atomic elements of a set of orthomodular lattices. Each orthomodular lattice represents a separable Hilbert space. Each of the selected separable Hilbert spaces forms a platform on which an elementary module resides. Composed modules are conglomerates of such platforms. In the background Fourier space, the conglomerates are superpositions.

6 Massless objects
Also, massless objects occur in the universe. For example, photons carry energy from an emitter to an absorber. Photons are strings of equidistant one-dimensional shock fronts. Each front carries a standard amount of energy. All photons share the same emission duration and obey the Einstein-Planck relation $E = h \nu$. Thus, photons feature a frequency. The photons travel with light speed in the embedding field. Swarms of photons behave as probability waves. The probability concerns the location distribution, the angular distribution, and the chromatic distribution. The probability wave
has its own frequency, and the distributions may form a wave package. The photons themselves are not waves! They are one-dimensional particles that possess a fixed spatial length.

Temporarily, spherical shock fronts possess a tiny amount of mass, but the corresponding deformation quickly dilutes into the expanding universe. In huge ensembles, they can produce a noticeable effect. For example, huge, not so dense swarms can cause gravitational lensing.
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